CEO School
(Year 6!)
Where Everyone’s a Student and
Everyone’s a Teacher

2010 CEO Strategies Week
November 8-12, 2010

What is CEO School?
Why is CEO School becoming a tradition at CU*Answers?
§ With the expansion of our network, we have more talented CEOs than
ever before, and the value put on collaborative efforts is at an all time
high
§ CEOs need to develop networks where they can exchange coaching and
mentoring with each other from the unique position of being a CEO
§ More than ever, today’s CEO is expected to be engaged with technology
and the concepts of data mining, opportunity demographics, and being
plugged in
§ CEOs wear more than one hat, and CEO School is a safe training
environment
More than just a vendor education offering, CEO School speaks to the
essence of why CUs own CU*Answers: so that their voice is heard,
their ideas are worked on, and their priorities are considered as
part of everything this CUSO tries to accomplish
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Today’s Agenda
Morning (9-noon)

Afternoon (12:30-4)

§ Put on your Developer hat and

§ Pushing the buttons (or assigning

§
§
§
§
§

look at our 2011 agenda as CEOs
Should Query be the last resort?
A new team to respond to our
ideas
A new style/template for analysis
2011 earnings project: when
“special” is shared with everyone
Micro-awareness vs.
Micromanagement

someone to push them for you)
§ Goals for dashboards
§ Aligning the feature with your
strategies and tactics
§ A year-long Board project with
dashboards at the center

§ Wrap-up
§ Everything else but the kitchen
sink
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Putting on Your
Developer Hat
For the rest of the morning, we are going to work as
the brain trust behind the 2011 development agenda
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Inventorying Some Key Tools to Keep in Mind

Look for the URLs in the appendix of
this presentation
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Designing the Process for Getting Answers
Here’s how CU*Answers has been attacking this process for years:
§ Build a robust database representing the key information you need to
operate a credit union; highly configurable for a diverse audience of credit
unions
§ Develop a robust set of reports for printing
§ Provide an industry-standard data mining tool that can be married to the
CU*BASE data dictionary, giving the CU 100% access to its operating
database
§ Develop an extensive education program to teach both generic and userdefined reports
§ Create shortcuts for data mining through canned Queries and the use of
standard reports to identify the accounts and start a custom Query report
(remember File Starter?)

Your CU has been on the same evolutionary
path, and has designed processes and people
responsible to execute these activities
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Designing the Process for Getting Answers
Then we all had a paradigm shift: A.S.A.P. (Ask, See, Act, Profit):
§ Develop dashboards that allow an immediate response and extended
trends (put the answers directly into the hands of leaders)
§ Connect these dashboards to action steps such as email, mailing labels,
and other communication channels (move from data awareness to getting
things done)

§ Position these new features at the center of presentations and team
§

brainstorming (improve the drive for innovation)
Add the ability to export with a single click to tools such as Excel or PDF
(extend what we know to other tools)

§ And so on, and so on, and so on...
As CEOs, we look back and wonder, how can it be so hard to
get the answers that we need?
And how do I keep my team evolving when they seem in love
with the idea of being (or counting on) the Query guru?
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Data for the Sake of Data is a Missed Opportunity
§ Dashboards get me going, because they create an opportunity to lower
§

the cost of driving action into our business plans at the press of a button
A screen refreshes, and by the time the data is apparent to the room,
someone is saying, “we need to do something about that”

From the June
Leadership
Conference

Gathering Data

(reduce $ cost)

Analyzing Data

(increase time)

Acting on Data

(multiply the events)
Because of the nature of the beast, we gather
data to comply, to imply, but very seldom to
apply what we learned
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Some recent news...

Many CUs are beginning
to understand the
phrase, “Death by a
Thousand Queries”
and are looking for
new solutions
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Designing the Process for Getting Answers
Where do you need faster answers? What kinds of dashboards do you
need that you don’t have today?
1.

11.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
In the future, you may attribute your success to the fact
that you had the answers quicker, cheaper, and more directly
related to your situation than your competition did
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A Team Waiting for Your Priorities
§ With the 2011 budget, we have dedicated a programming team to system
analytics development – focused on a click that equals an answer

§ A full development team on what a senior leader wants from the data
§ Answers to questions in a standard, trending, and repeatable format that
speed CUs on to actions

§ This is a significant investment and a unique new focus for CU*Answers
§

and its development agenda
This investment is focused on the CEO perspective and push for
innovation

In the past, many of these ideas have had to battle for
resources with things like teller improvements,
ATM/debit card systems, and regulatory responses
In the future, we hope to move quickly
with a dedicated priority
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A Printing Sidebar

If you are still printing, have you picked out
your favorites? It might help you with your
dashboard assignement
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Building a Foundation for
Hundreds (if not thousands)
of New Answers
Well, maybe not new answers, but certainly
faster answers!
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A New Template for Analysis
§ One of our most successful dashboards is related to the working day-to§

day operations of the loan factory
It is based on a repeatable design that we hope to use in several different
areas in the future:
1. The user selects a group of records with something in common to analyze
(loan apps processed between Oct 1 & 31, 2010)

2. The user is presented with a series of options to work with each of these
records, one at a time (approve the app, deny the app, etc.)
3. The user is presented with a set of analyses that take the selected records
and show as many pertinent facts as possible about that batch (# of apps
pending, approved, denied, etc.)

§ Step 1 is like a report, Step 3 is like the totals or summary section on a

report, but Step 2 creates a unique palette of opportunity to work and
analyze at the same time
Let’s look at a way to change something as simple as the
New Member report for your next Board meeting
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Old Way vs. New Way
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How about this for a new way?
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Click a column
heading to sort
by that column

Work your configured
checklist for new or closed
accounts (savings too!)
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Use F15 to analyze your
selected list of members

19

Click for a quick
graph

20

Or download a
PDF, Excel or
CSV file
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One-click Board Reporting
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A quick sidebar...but an important new standard
§ PDF exports will emphasize presentation because they’re intended to be a
finished, ready-to-distribute product rather than an intermediate product
like an Excel workbook that users will most likely manipulate
§ Focusing on single-screen exports now, with the potential for flexible
workflow-style exports that involve more than one screen

§ PDF exports use a third-party utility called iText that requires a license:
one-time charge per workstation

§ Same approach as Excel exports: we provide the code to make it happen but
interested clients are responsible for purchasing the tools

§ Goal is to offer PDF exports for every panel that supports Excel and CSV
exports

§ Targeted for the 11.0 release (April/May 2011)

Moving beyond just Excel and CSV exports gives us a great
deal of creative freedom...what do you want?
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24

25

ZIP codes are
grouped
(48600-48699)
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With your help, these
17 analyses could
someday be 37
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What’s next?
§ As the team wraps up this New/Closed Membership feature for the 11.0
§

release (April/May 2011), they will begin work on the New/Closed
Accounts feature
Think about your current new/closed account analysis: what key answers
are you looking for when you work this data?
§
§
§
§
§
§

Total savings and lending products?
% of checking accounts with overdraft protection?
Certificate types sold and the average terms?
Loans by purpose and security codes?
Loan interest rate analysis, credit score analysis, etc.?
Member demographics linked to the products they opened?
If you think about this, we are embedding and standardizing
the way credit unions look at their operations and
presenting it, instantly and consistently, over and over
What would you like to see?
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What’s next, what’s next, what’s next?
§ After we move away from new and closed account concepts, we will need
to move to portfolio analysis – pulling from all of your accounts and
analyzing your balance sheet from the member trial balance

§ Say you could pull out all of the loans that you own 100% (let’s say 7,500 out
of a total loan portfolio of 10,600): what would you like to know about these
loans?
§ With the next click, say you could pull out only those loans that are
participated out to other CUs (let’s say 1,250 out of a total loan portfolio of
10,600): what would you like to know about these loans?
§ Then say you could pull out only those loans that you are servicing but have
no ownership in (the remaining 1,850): what would you like to know about
these loans?
The surprising thing is, you probably want to know the same
answers about all three groups, with only slight variations
So once the engine is built, the expansion of the analysis and the
hunt for new answers about your portfolio is an easy extension
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Another Focus of the
Analytics Team
Leveraging tools we already have with new analysis
concepts and answers
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Leveraging a Successful New Tool
§ 5300 Call Report Project Update

§

§ 109 online CUs have created a Call Report in CU*BASE (about 60% of
those appear to be creating Call Reports regularly each quarter)
§ 29 online CUs uploaded their 3rd quarter Call Reports to the NCUA
Another reason to get busy with this tool: 5300 Ratios Dashboard
§ In the 11.0 release (Spring 2011), a new dashboard will show key
ratios, calculated automatically using your 5300 Call Report data (even
for the in-between months when you don’t file one!)
Net Worth
Delinquent Loans/Total Loans
Return on Average Assets (ROA)
Fee and Other Operating Income/
Average Assets
§ Net Income Margin
§
§
§
§

§ Operating Expense/Gross Income
§ Net Operating Expense/Average
Assets
§ Loan to Assets
§ Members to Full Time Employees
§ Salary and Benefits per Employee
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Coming next
spring! (11.0)

Up to 8 periods can
be compared side
by side

You can even analyze months where you
don’t file a 5300, by generating a Call
Report file to be used just for the ratios
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Click the Lookup to see
the calculation that is
being done, and where
the data is coming from
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35

Get a quick
graph

36
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If your Call Report doesn’t
contain the right data for the
ratio calc, you can even
choose which ratios will
show up on this screen
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One-click Board Reporting
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5300 Tools on the Drawing Board
§ 5300 Data Trending Dashboard
§ Like Tiered Services, why shouldn’t that history that’s embedded in your 5300
database be at your fingertips?
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On our radar: Statistics, one member at a time
§ When a member has a bunch of relationships with you, and you need a

consolidated picture of that member, why not let us provide the statistical
answers at the click of a button?
§ We are gathering ideas from CEOs now on what they want to know about a
member’s total savings or total loan relationships with the CU?
§ Now imagine being able to pull a list into a queue to work of members whose
gross relationships range from $100,000 to $200,000 in loans
§ Then get a statistical breakdown on the 75 members you selected as an
aggregate concentration of risk

Members want it,
too: SEE...JUMP...
TRANSFER
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But is it worth our time?
Remember this
Household Database
Member Statistics
tool?
(MNMRKT #1, then
Member Stats)
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Learning From
Peers
Analyzing the CU*Answers Custom Fee Library
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Income Generation: A Constant CEO Focus
§ Every year as we approach this event, we take some time to focus on
§

income generation, pricing strategies, and what CU*Answers solutions
can do for the net bottom line of its participants
This year we had two major projects to present:
§ Starting a Business in the CU*Answers Network (Monday & Friday)
§ Exposing participants to all of the service income/fee programs we have in our
vault of custom software

§ Today, I want to talk to you about these fee programs and a project I think
you will be very interested in for 2011 and beyond

Dozens of ideas for you to consider for your
operation, and for us to consider as new
additions to our standard Service Charge
configurations
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Where are we with this program today?
§ In a team brainstorming session we contrasted our standard fee
§
§
§
§

configurations with a growing library of custom fee programs that have
accumulated over the last 15 years
The Writing Team started a project with the CIO to inventory the custom
fee programs and developed a document for a “Learn From a Peer”
presentation
The document became the center of some internal housekeeping with
accounting and some programming department internal documentation
The next step was to consider what unique qualities are embedded in
these custom programs, and how they could be added to a standard
configuration for greater flexibility and exposure to all clients
Two ways to go: Add a custom program to your library that emulates one
of these fees, or wait for it to be built into CU*BASE as a standard
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Assignment #1: Fee Programs and Your CU
§ Take this document home and scan it for some ideas for your 2011
§
§
§
§

Business Plan
Potentially reach out to the credit union and ask how this fee program is
working for them - some of these programs may have been discontinued
and others may be going strong and be very effective
Take the time to Learn From a Peer
Then analyze and report on any nuance you find that might be something
you think the standard CU*BASE menu options for fee configurations
should include
We’ll be doing the same thing, and you can look for some outlines on the
Kitchen as to what we will be pushing ourselves to add in the next
development year
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An Income Sidebar
§ How could we meet and not talk about the effects of Reg. E? Have you
§
§

been using the NSF Statistics Dashboard (MNMGMT #19)? What are you
saying to your Board?
It’s been an interesting year for this dashboard and we’ve learned many
things through the coding of Reg. E controls
Remember the difference between “Occurrences” and “Amounts”
§ Occurrences don’t get deleted just because you refunded a fee – they are
intended to show a pattern of behavior
§ Amounts are the fees that were actually charged
§ There are two camps here: people who try to reconcile these fees to their actual
collection, and people who use the screen as a trend indicator

§ We think there is pertinent information here: what is the big picture
movement of your members related to these services?

Let’s take a look at two different credit unions, and some
numbers you might want to report on later this year...
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Credit Union A: Started ANR for Debit This Year

49

Credit Union B: Already Had ANR for Debit
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Looking for Trends in Graphs: What do you see?
Credit Union A

Credit Union B
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Looking for Trends in Numbers
Credit Union A (ANR Fee= $29.50)
May

Aug

Oct

Occurrences

136

414

245

Amounts

4,012

12,213

Average $

29.50

29.50

Credit Union B (ANR Fee=$27.00)
May

July

Oct

Occurrences

1,921

2,289

1,790

7,227

Amounts

47,142

55,704

43,902

29.50

Average $

24.54

24.33

24.53

If you’ve been dying the death of a thousand Queries trying to figure
these things out, maybe we’re not pushing our teams hard enough to
ready-made data trending a whole year with a lot of other tools
Can you tell me why credit union B average
is not closer to $27.00 per occurrence?
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NSF Analysis (Summary)
Credit Union A

Credit Union B
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Micro-Awareness: A CEO Strategy
§ I’m concerned that so many institutions have vilified micromanagement
§
§

that the resulting effect is that they have lost track of what I call
“micro-awareness”
Has your team truly mastered the art of using data and dashboards as
part of the culture of your organization?
Can you agree on how a dashboard’s data should look at first glance?

§ On the 15th of the month, how many loan apps should the loan team have
processed?

§ Can you agree after perusing a few key department dashboards, that the
credit union is about to have a good day?

§ After a quick glance at a dashboard screen, does the accounting team have a
green light that everyone’s in balance?

§ Micro-awareness is contagious, but it is based on layers of team members
pulling in the same direction, searching for the right answers, and
agreeing on what to do next
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Assignment #2: e-Alerts for CU Leaders
§ Every day (hopefully), you sell members on going into online banking and
§
§

§

signing up for e-Alerts
Brainstorm with your team on what e-Alerts CU*BASE could send your
leadership team every morning before they got to work
If the computer was assigned
the job to get your attention,
what would you assign it to
warn you or inform you about?
Send your ideas to me
It’s the 22nd of the month, and
your total loan apps for the
month are at 23% of goal
What would you do with
this information when you
arrive in the office?
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CEO Dashboards
Your Toolkit
Do you use it? Do you assign it? Do you want it to grow?

One Stop Shopping for Management Tools
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CEO Dashboards

Trending Member Money
Feature

Do you have access to this command?

Loan/Share Trial Balance Review

MNMGMT #18

Trial Balance G/L Verification

MNGELE #11

G/L Average Daily Balance Calculator

MNMGMT #18 > F9-ADB Calc

Contingent Liability Analysis

MNMGMT #14
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CEO Dashboards

Internal Controls
Feature

Do you have access to this command?

Trial Balance G/L Verification

MNGELE #11

Vault G/L Verification

MNGELE #12

Smart Operator: Daily Ops Log

MNGELE #9

Statement Audit/Statistical Inquiry

Inquiry/Phone > F20-Statements > Audit

Collections Dashboard/Summary

MNMGMT #13 (or MNCOLL #4)

Fee Income/Waiver Analysis

MNMGMT #16

IMPROVED!
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A “duh moment” from last year
Old

Coming in
10.4 (Dec.)

New

Now we’ll add ‘em up,
both your reportable
delinquency and your
total delinquency stats
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CEO Dashboards

Benchmarking Activity
Feature

Do you have access to this command?

Smart Operator: Daily Ops Log

MNGELE #9

Check Processing Statistics

MNMGMT #12

Cash Activity Analysis Inquiry

MNHTLA #16

Configuring Delivery Channel/Costs

MNMGMA #21

Loan App Activity Tracking

MNLOAN #8 > F17-Activity tracking

Loan App Statistics

MNLOAN #8 > F17 > F14-Stats

NSF Statistics Dashboard

MNMGMT #19

NEW!

ARU/Online Banking Stats

MNMGMT #10

NEW!

NEW!
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A picture is worth a thousand words...
NEW!
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CEO Dashboards

Understanding Member Activity
Feature

Do you have access to this command?

Transaction Count by Delivery Channel

MNMGMA #2

Transaction Activity by Branch

MNMGMA #3

Money Movement Analysis

MNMGMA #18

Teller Activity by Time of Day

MNHTLA #1

Teller Activity by Day of the Week

MNHTLA #2

Teller Activity by Day of the Month

MNHTLA #3

Teller Activity by Transaction Type

MNHTLA #4

Smart Operator: Daily Ops Log

MNGELE #9

Shared Branch Activity Analysis

MNHTLA #6 (or MNMGMA #7)
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CEO Dashboards

Understanding Member Preferences
Feature

Do you have access to this command?

Member Transaction Label Analysis

MNMGMA #4

Where Your Members Shop

MNMGMA #5

Where Your Members Borrow

MNMGMA #6

Where Your Members Branch

MNMGMA #7 (or MNHTLA #6)

ARU/Online Banking Stats

MNMGMT #10

NEW!
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CEO Dashboards

Understanding Your Membership
Feature

Do you have access to this command?

Channel Activity by Member Age Group

MNMGMA #1

Open/Active/Closed Members by Age
Group

MNMGMA #17

Products & Services Per Member

MNMGMA #19

Membership Analysis Inquiry

MNMRKT #22

Tiered Service Monthly Comparison

MNMRKT #25

Learn from a Peer:
Tiered Service Peer Analysis

MNMRKT #26
(or MNMGMB #17)

Relationship Analysis

MNMGMA #8

Contingent Liability Analysis

MNMGMT #14

IMPROVED!

NEW!
IMPROVED!
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CEO Dashboards

Auditing and Mining Member Activity
Feature

Do you have access to this command?

Sample Checking Account Activity

MNMGMA #11

Sample Transaction Activity by Delivery
Channel

MNMGMA #12

Update Dormancy

MNUPDA #9

Dormancy Predictor Database

File QUERYxx/DWARN
(produced during EOD on 1st of the month)

Smart Operator: Daily Ops Log

MNGELE #9

Statement Audit/Statistical Inquiry

Inquiry/Phone > F20-Statements > Audit
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New for 2011 CEO Strategies Week
§ Next year on Tuesday and Thursday evenings, we will run a Dashboard
§
§
§

Lab upstairs in our Development Center, which has six CU*BASE
workstations
Designed to give CEOs some hands-on experience with their dashboards
and work with trainers here at CU*Answers about their questions
I will be present in the lab for the CEO perspective, and we’ll recruit a few
other trainers to be there as well, for a good student-to-trainer ratio
(we’ll even feed you)

§ While I think CEOs could team up and potentially have 2 CEOs per station,
if need be we can even have two sessions during the same evening

Remember that we can arrange one-on-one
sessions between you and me at any time; it
just takes a little planning and focus, in your
office or here at CU*Answers
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A Board Project
with Dashboards at
the Center
A commitment to a year-long project to build a skilled staff,
start a dynamic leadership conversation, and develop a Board
that trusts the organization’s grasp of the issues

Some Reasons To Consider Planning 12 Months a Year

A Culture of Planning
Underlying drivers that help to build a skilled staff, start a dynamic
leadership conversation, and develop a Board that trusts the organization’s
grasp of the issues

Preparing for “knowledge presentations”

§ The process of getting ready for a presentation is as valuable as giving it
§
§

(maybe even more so!)
The surest way to really know a subject is to be called on to present that
subject to someone else
The prep work builds teamwork and helps employees learn how to
organize their ideas and demonstrate their knowledge
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Some Reasons To Consider Planning 12 Months a Year

A Culture of Planning
Underlying drivers that help to build a skilled staff, start a dynamic
leadership conversation, and develop a Board that trusts the organization’s
grasp of the issues

Giving presentations to leadership

§ Presenting to the boss helps an employee build confidence and an ability
§
§

to think on their feet
Lets leaders acknowledge and confirm the employee’s grasp and priorities
Improves the employee’s overall sales and presentation skills
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Some Reasons To Consider Planning 12 Months a Year

A Culture of Planning
Underlying drivers that help to build a skilled staff, start a dynamic
leadership conversation, and develop a Board that trusts the organization’s
grasp of the issues

Brainstorming with teammates

§ The process of working with other employees to map out the presentation
§
§

naturally leads to a more fertile environment for ideas
Creates an environment of reaching for innovation
Helps team members identify constraints that must be overcome
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Some Reasons To Consider Planning 12 Months a Year

A Culture of Planning
Underlying drivers that help to build a skilled staff, start a dynamic
leadership conversation, and develop a Board that trusts the organization’s
grasp of the issues

Lower the cost of gathering data

§ Using A.S.A.P. (Ask, See, Act, Profit) tools and dashboards that provide
§
§

quick answers reduces the cost of data-gathering
Increases the speed to analysis and action – spend less time finding the
data and more time acting on it
Having a “faster to market” goal improves almost every plan!
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Some Reasons To Consider Planning 12 Months a Year

A Culture of Planning
Underlying drivers that help to build a skilled staff, start a dynamic
leadership conversation, and develop a Board that trusts the organization’s
grasp of the issues

Reduce the stress and keep the focus

§ Most Strategic Planning sessions try to jam too many topics into a very
§
§

short time – making it hard to dive deeply into any one subject and
comprehend it enough to begin to innovate
Spreading out the planning throughout the year and adding focused
knowledge presentations reduces this stress
More importantly, it changes the atmosphere of the meetings – from a
simple status quo review to the expectation of creating something new!
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We Will Do the Work
...and it will be apparent to everyone who knows our credit union
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Everything But The
Kitchen Sink
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Mobile Web

Click to see some
last-minute stats:

§ As of November 1st, 108 credit unions

network-wide have activated It’s Me 247
Mobile Web

One of my favorites this year based on
the way it was rolled out, the speed of
assimilation, and the spirit of the CUs
who pushed it to their members
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Mobile App
§ 3 credit unions are live right now
§ 7 more credit unions have signed contracts and are being set up now
§ Credit unions are struggling with the concept of having multiple mobile
§

solutions that are distinctly different and targeted at members in a
different way (the web phone vs. the smart phone)
Some are worried more about the end than the learning along the way

§ Mobile Web will always be free, and we’ll add new options over time
§ Mobile App will only be free until November 2011, and has some immediate
out-of-the gate pricing options, but has not yet been built into relationship
pricing (Tiered Services, Marketing Clubs)
§ We hoped CUs would be more proactive in building a market and learning
during this period, but that might not be the case
Mobile App is a project paid for by the CUSO to ensure that the
CUSO is learning on two fronts: internally and externally in
tracking with the market’s growing experience
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Mobile Text: Delayed Until 2nd Qtr 2011
§ Mandates from telecommunications companies to
Firethorn have forced our hand:

§ “Effective September 30, 2010, Clients will have to submit a Service ID
parameter with all MT messages to identify the approved program associated
with the message.” (MT means Mobile Terminated - as in a message sent to a
device)

§ This new Service ID field to be sent with text messages requires a change
to the core platform at Firethorn, which will not be addressed until a
release in the 2nd quarter of 2011

§ Part of the reasons to shut down Text completely is that Verizon and AT&T are
expected to follow (according to Firethorn), meaning that all 3 major carriers
would be shut down in the middle of bringing clients onto the SMS platform
while the necessary changes are made
Look for more documentation on this
before the end of the year
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A Project for Your Lenders
§ I hope you will dig in as CEOs to this Top 10 list and make sure the
§

priorities are based on changing lending dramatically
Where should we be investing?

Add your voice: http://lendervp.com
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10.3 Release
§ An unprecedented 16-page
release summary detailing
35+ projects from big to
small

If your senior team has not met to talk
about how these tools will make
changes in your operations in 2011,
you’re missing out
Have you started your “Save Your
Change” program yet?
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Miscellaneous
Assuming you haven’t passed out from fatigue by now, what do you want to
know about these projects?
§ Principal Distribution Certificates – beta by year-end
§ Bump Rate Certificates – beta by year-end
§ SEE...JUMP...TRANSFER controls for It’s Me 247 online banking
§ OTB in It’s Me 247 – a possible change in priorities
§ Fifth Third Online Credit Card Processing – a new switch coming soon
§ Automating Collateral Protection Insurance (CPI) for Allied and SWBC
§ Reg. V – a new service
§ Concentration Risk – a new service
§ e-Loan Closings – a new concept
§ ...anything you have on your mind (or rumors you’ve heard)?
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Thanks for the day!

Appendix
Otherwise Known As: Your Homework

Assignment #3: Assume the Persona
§ A task for when you get back to your desk: Visit these websites and
assume the persona (dreamer, implementer, harvester, catalyst)
§ A realistic dreamer’s picture of the world:
http://www.cuanswers.com/kitchen/
§ A realistic implementer’s new tool:
http://www.cuanswers.com/client_release_planning.php
§ A realistic harvester’s drive for value:
http://www.cuanswers.com/client_release_summaries.php
§ A realistic catalyst for a curious culture:
http://www.cuanswers.com/ceo_ticklers/

Sometimes it takes more than watching the
facilitator push the keys: do your homework!
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Your Homework
Your assignments are spread throughout the presentation:

§ Assignment #1: Fee Programs and Your CU – See slide 47
§ Assignment #2: e-Alerts for CU Leaders – See slide 55
§ Assignment #3: Assume the Persona – See slide 84

This reminder is so that you will go back to the
slide and do your assignment
Remember your third grade English teacher...
“where is your homework?”
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